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New Chromebooks! by Weston (grade 5)

Here at BBS we got amazing new computers! BBS has
not gotten new computers for a long time. Students,
Addison and Rope think the new computers work
better than the old ones. Mr.Sharp, our Head Teacher,
thinks the new computers are easier for the kids to
use. We got the computers from Culver School District,
a neighboring school in Jefferson County. They only
used the computers for a short time so they are in
good, working condition and we got them for a great
price. The computers themselves were $25 and an
additional $25 for licensing fees.
The new computers are way different than old ones.
The old computers were white, big, and heavy. The
new computers are black, smaller, and lighter to
carry. The new computers also have new buttons.
They work a lot better and we are all having a blast
with the new computers.

Restoration Project, by Kellen (grade 6)

We recently visited two local creeks and did fun
restoration there. Our project leader was Alyssa from
the Upper Deschutes Watershed Council. Restoration
is when us humans have messed up a place, and then
we come to fix it so it's healthy. Our project focused
on planting native plants to reduce erosion.
On our first trip to Whychus Creek we studied the
river and wildlife. We did a scavenger hunt for
wildlife and other things you need for a healthy river.
Then we did a drawing of the river and we had to
add things from the scavenger hunt. After lunch , we
put on waders and caught macroinvertebrates. Then
we sorted the bugs and recorded what we found.
The
second trip was to Indian Ford where we
restored an old dirt road where it crossed the creek.
Indian Ford Creek got extremely affected by it
because cars drove through
the water and it made it
vulnerable to lots of erosion.
We planted one hundred
plants. It was hard work
digging in rocky dirt, but lots
of fun at the same time.
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Metolius Fish Report, by Makiah (grade 6)

This month’s fishing report is about the spawning fish
and hatches. The spawning fish right now are the
Kokanee and the Bull Trout. If we are lucky maybe
some Chinook Salmon and Steelhead.
This is how the spawning process works. The female
lays the eggs, then the male fish comes up and
fertilizes the eggs, then the fish die and float down
the river and become food for the bigger fish and
animals. The bull trout don't die, they spawn, go back
to Lake Billy Chinook, and come back next year.
There are not many hatches out this time of year, but
here’s a fishing tip. Try nymphing. I have the most
success with this technique. The flys I use are the big
caddis pupa and the zebra midge. I like to set this up
with a dropper rig. It is where you take your big
nymph and tie it on, then you tie on 8 to 18 inches of
tippet. That’s it for this month’s fish report.

U.S. Geography Quiz, by Ace (grade 5)

This year we are studying U.S. history and geogrphy.
Our first big challenge is to pass the U.S. geography
quiz. You have to try to get 18 natural features and 50
states. To pass you have to score 80% or more. Most
kids in school have passed now but there is still a
couple students who are still trying.
Kids here at Black Butte School usually get stuck more
on the east side states and main rivers. Such as
Delaware,Vermont, North and South Carolina,
Massachusetts and New Hampshire. Some natural
features they get stuck on is the Ohio river the Rio
Grande, and Mt.Denali. But of course the easiest state
is Oregon and the easiest natural features are the
Columbia river and the Cascade mountains.
Most kids probably like doing states more than
special features. In my opinion I don't care for which
ones better because I like
them both. For those of us
kids who follow sports,
knowing teams comes in
handy. For instance, I
figured out some states
because I love baseball!
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